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The Frameless Walk in kennel door usually forms part of a kennel 
system with side panels dividing walls and upper ventilation panels. 
The system is designed to provide a very aractive, high end 
appearance alternative to standard walk in kennels.

Glass provides a very easy to clean and hygienic solution to animal 
husbandry requirements. The whole installation has a very 
‘minimalistic’ look with as lile stainless steel used as possible.

DooDoors can be specified with clear, obscured, opaque or a 
combination of half obscured or opaque and half clear as shown 
here. 

Side panels are normally specified as opaque or obscured to provide 
extra privacy for the occupants.

Door frames and bodies are manufactured out of 304 grade stainless 
steel.

AllAll doors are supplied without a fixing frame as standard so there is 
no lower bar to provide a tripping hazard. 

The doors can be specified with a wide variety of options including 
closing trim panels, ventilation panels, door restraining straps, side 
panels and dividing walls. As a further option the dividing walls can 
be manufactured to swing open to allow for increased run sizes and 
multiple occupancy. 

OtheOther options include removable cat shelves of different shapes and 
sizes.

The doors are supplied as standard with high quality frameless hinges and door locks & latches.
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Frameless Walk in Kennel Door



Integrated Door Lock Frameless Design Complete Kennel System

Physical Sizes

Size                   
 Height (mm)  2000
 Width (mm)  780

Aperature Size
 Height (mm)  2010
 Width (mm)  790
          

Technical Data

 Custom sizes available
 Obscure glass
 Opaque glass
 Ventilation panels
 Side panels
 Dividing walls/doors
 Door closers
 Closing trims
 Integrated cat shelving system (quick release)

Options

Feature                        Benefit
 304 grade stainless steel construction        High levels of corrosion resistance
 Satin brushed finish                  Offers a smooth easy to clean surface
 30mm box section construction               Very strong and durable
 Integrated door lock                  Avoids staff being trapped
 Integrated hinges                   Provides smooth appearance
 Stellvet glazing system                Allows panels to be quickly replaced
 Toughened glass (10mm)               Provides strong, hygienic and safe accommodation

Features and Benefits
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